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i. EXHAUST AND GROUND CLOUD INVENTORY i

i.I. INTRODUCTION !We have applied the equations of the conservation of

mass on an element by element basis to the exhaust inventory, {

and to a preliminary ground cloud estimate. These estimates i
serve to highlight areas where data are lacking. The most

serious were water input from the tower, the extent of afte_

burn of CO and H2 in the exhaust, and the effect of adsorption

or reactions between AI20 3 and gaseous HCf and H20.

1.2. GROUND CLOUD INVENTORY

We have establlshed the effluents of the SRM and orbiter

by altitude range to check the inputs of gases into various

levels of the atmosphere. The flight profile is shown in

Figure i. The data presented in Tables 1 through 7 represent

these tabulations, including an appllcatior, of the law of

conservation of matter to each element and a check that the

total mass of effluent equals the total mass of fuel. The

result of these checks generally confirmed the earlier NASA

data except for a large quantity of hydrogen in excess over

stolchlometric, carried by the orbiter.

The writing of these tables brought to focus two poten-

tially important areas where data are lacking, a) we have no

reliable estlm_tes of the mass of tower material and cooling

water that enters the ground cloud, and b) we have as yet

no data on the afterburnlng of the very large quantities of

H 2 and CO emitted at the exit plane of the rocket.
!
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TABLE 3

SRM EXHAUST PRODUCTS PERCENT CONTRIBUTION BY WEIGHT

C
u
m

12
CO: _-_- x .2435 = .1043

C02: _._4-x .0432 = .0118
% C = .I161

H O
Q

1 48
HCf: _ x .2088 = .0057 AL203: r6-_x .2835 = .1332

,20, _ .lo,, : ._ _o: _ .2,3_: .1_,_
H2 CO2 32= .0211 - .0211 : _i-_x .0432 _ .0314

2 16
OH&H: _-_ X .0002 = .0000 H20: _-_ x .i044 = .0928

16
% H - .0384 OH&H: _-_ x .0002 = .0002

% O - .3962

N Fe

56
N2: .0850 = .0850 }eC12: _ x .0097 - .0043

% F - .0043
e

A1 C1

. 54
AL20 3- _ x 2835 - 1501 HCll 35.5" " ]'6"_ x .2088 - .2031 :

_,1cl2, _- x .0002= OOOl Cl2. _.x .0006= .ooo6
ooo,.ooo,

71
Fee12: _ x .0097 = .0054

t Cl - .2092

6

!
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TABLE 4

SRMMASSBALANCE CHECK FUELINVENTORY_

Empirical _gm] GramFormulaPercentWeight
Formula (Mole s ) M.W Lmo_l Weight Contribution?

AI 0.5930 26.98 15.99 .1600

_, C 0.9411 12.01 11.30 .1131

H 3.7087 1.00 3.71 .0372

i N 0.6244 14.01 8.75 .0876

O 2.4330 15.99 38.90 .3892

Fe 0.0050 55.84 0.28 .0028

Cl 0.5924 35.45 21.00 .2101

TOTAL 8.8976 99.93 100.00

TOTAL MASS 1,090,G00 kg

PERCENT CONTRIBUTION FROM EXHAUST PRODUCTS

(from Table 3)

A1 .1502 15.03

C .1161 11.62

H .384 03.84

N .0850 08.50

O .3962 39.64

Fe .0043 00.43

C1 .2092 20.94

.9994 100.00%

TOTAL MASS 1,090,322 kg

• *Data from NASA Huntsville. Small discrepancies represent

differences in formulation of the solid rocket fuel. The entry

under Fe and an extra impurity sulfur are partlcularly variable.

I
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TABLE 5

TOTAL ORBITER OUTPUT*
L

Breakdown kg Percent . _

H20 627,145 96.3 i

H2 24,075 3.7

Total 651,220 _
)

* Exit plane composition stable molecules only does not include

: radical or atomic species. The amount of H exhausted which2
burns in air before the plume cools is at present unknown.

8
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1 1
TABLE 6 i

ORBITER MASS BALANCE CHECK

kg

Less

Element Fuel Inventory Fuel Remaining Fuel Burned Effluent

O 558,000 605 557,462 55 7,462

:_ 95,300 1542 93,758 93,758

TABLE 7

MOLE PERCENT OF GASEOUS EXHAUST PRODUCTS 0-500 m *

/
/

CO 19.7 _2 _
t

af

CO 2 2.22
J HCI 13 •

N 2 5.9

H20 28.6

H2 29.4

Cl 2 0.019 ,

* Exit plane composition neglecting free radicals and afterburn

because of lack of data.

9
I
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The _ext stage in the inventory is to transform the

emissions inventory into a ground cloud composition. A pre-

liminary attempt at that process is shown in Tables 8 and 9. _,

The calculation uses the exhaust inventory of Table I ang an

estimate of the properties of an average ground cloud at

T -- 90 secs supplied by NASA (from Lockheed Environmental

Impact Statement). This is a conservative calculation, prob-

ably representing a worst case, but again it serves to point

out some problems: a) where is the cloud and what are its

size, shape, and temperature parameters at T + 90 sec?,

b) what fraction of the 0-500m emissions enters the cloud?,

c) what is the size distribution and density of the A120 3

particulate matter?, and d) wha_ fraction of the HCI/H20 is

on the A1203 ?

1.3. FUTURE WORK

Several items are clear from the iaventory of Table 8.

The cloud is optically very thick with A120 3 arid contains

toxic concentrations of both HC1, (301 ppm), and CO, (457 ppm)

which greatly exceed allowable limits (see Section 4). We are

presently conducting a study to determine to what degree HCI

is bound to the AI20 3 particles. The inventory lacks clarity

because we have no good data on cooling water input, ablated

tower material or afterburn. The ground cloud composition we

show contains a number of questionable assumptions, and lacks

important data particularly in the size distribution of the

AI20 3. Figure 2 shows a preliminary size distribution which

will be refined by current studies at NASA Langley.

The CO/HCI ratio in ground cloud from the Final Impact

Statement (1972) was the same as in the rocket effluent. Be-

cause of afterburn this is likely to be wrong (an initial guess

l0

f
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TABLE 8

_ GROUND CLOUD CONCENTRATION INVENTORY *

Gas/Particle Concentration i

CO 457 ppm

HCf 301 ppm

H20 662 ppm

H 2 684 ppm

AI20 3 318 particles/cc 0.665 gm/m 3

FeCI 2 13.7 particles/cc

Dilution with ambient air 430:1

Ground Cloud Configuration: At T = 90 seconds
Altitude: 500 meters

Radius : 250 meters

Temperature: 85°F (120°F at T = 35 sec)
Ambient = 60°F

As sumptions :

' I. All gases and particles are distributed evenly throughout
the cloud.

2. All effluent below 500 meters is enveloped into the cloud.

3. AI20 3 and FeC12 particles assumed to be monodispersed at

5 x 10 -6 radius.

4. The input from cooling water into the cloud has not been
included for lack of data.

5. Cloud assumed to be centered at 500 meters and have a

radius of 250 m at T = 90 sec (Ref: Lockheed Environmental

Impact Statement).

6. Density AI20 3 = 3.965 gm/cc

FeCl 2 = 3.160 gm/cc

7. Afterburn from exit plane neglected for lack of data.

* Details of the calculations are found in Table 9.

J
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TABLE 9

GROUND CLOUD CALCULATIONS

v- (3.16)(25om_3I.

= 65.05 x 106 m3

= 65.05 x 1012 cc

2. Standard molecule density in cloud at 3.T.P.

6.029 x22_001023molecules/molecc/mole= 2.69 x 1019 molecules/co

3. Effluent of concern contained in cloud at 500 M.:

Ga_/Farticle WeIEht (kg)

C0 37,200

H 01 31,900

H20 3g,638

H2 3,974

AI203 43.300

FeCl2 1,481
4. Molecules per cc of Gases in Cloud

CO: Molecules per gram = 6"02_.x IQ23 mglecules/_°le
-- 20 grams/mole

= 2.15 x 1022

Total Molecules in Cloud= (2.15 x i022)(37,200 x 103)

= 80,019 x 1025

coMoleculespe_cci. BO,OIg.X I_S= b5.05 x I0 = 1230 xlO13cloud

HCI: Molecules per gram= _ - 1.65 x
1022

Total molecules in cloud = (1.65 x i022)(31,900 x 103 )

+ 52,639 x 1025

L_
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x 25
HCf Molecules per cc in = 52,639 iO 1013

cloud 65.05 x i012 = 809 x _i

H20: Molecules per gram = 6.023 xi_1023 = 3.35 x 1022 _i

Total molecules in cloud = (3-35 x 1022)(34,638 x 103 )

= 115,902 x 1025

H20 Molecules per cc in = ll_agO_x 1025 1782 x 1013
cloud 65.05 x 1012 =

H2: Molecules per gram= 6.02_.x21023 = 3.012 x 1023

Total molecules in cloud = (3.012 x 1023)(3,974 x 103) i

= Ii,968x 1026

H2 Molecules per cc in cloud = 11,968 x 1026 i01_
65.05 x 1012 = 184 x

5. Total no. of solid particulates in cloud

: A1203: Volume of 1 ]particle = _ W" r 3 = _ (3.16)(5 X 10-6) 3 m 3

= 526.7x lO-18 M3

= 526.7 x 10-12 cc

Weight of 1 AI203 partlcle - (density AI203)(Vol. i Particle

- (3.965 c_cL)(5.26.7x 10"12 cc

= 2088.2 x 10"12 grams

Total no. of A1203 particles =

total,wt. AI20_ 43,300 x 103 gms.

weight i particle = 2088.2 x 10"12 gm/part

.2.o 7 x lO16
CO

FeOl2:WelZbto:i hCl2 partlale- (3.160_)(526.7x I0"Izpa--_T)

- 1664.2x i0"12 grams

13
f
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Total no. of FeCl2 particles = i-z_481x i030_2___1,664.2 x I gm

--8.9ox lO14

6. Calculation of Gas/Particle concentrations

No. of Part./cc = 1250 x 1013
CO: Normal C'louddensity: molecules/cc 2.6'9x 1019 = 457 x 10-6

HCI: 809 x 1013 = 301 x 10-6
2.69x lO19

H20: 1781 x 1013
2.69 x I0i9 = 662 x 10-6

Jr

184 x 1014
H2: = 684 x 10-6

2.69 x 1019

No. of Particulates in Cloud 2.07 x 1016
AI203 =

: Cloud Volume: cc 65.05 x 1012 cc/

= 318 particles/cc

' 8.90 x 1014
FeCI2: = 13.7 particles_

65.05x 1012

14
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would be an order of magnitude reduction in CO and H2. We are
currently working to improve on this guess by numerical

modeling of the afterbur_L situation.

16
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2. INTERACTIONS AND DISPERSION OF GROUND CLOUD

i
2. I. INTRODUCTION

A preliminary model of the interaction of A1203, RCl,

and H20 has shown that even for spherical, nonadsorptive,

AI203 particles over one-half of the gas phase HCI concen-
tration is removed, and the spheres are coated with 4.8

molal liCl. i

2.2. GROUND CLOUD MODELING

Professor A. N. Dingle at The University of Michigan is

currently active in theoretical studies of acidic rain, es-

pecially the rainout of H2SO 4. He has developed a sophisti-

cated computerized model (Storeb6 and 0ingle, 1973) to si_ulate

the transition from the gas phase chemistry through to the pre-

cipitation of H2SO4, including all the important meteorloglcal

variables. A recent article, "Acid Rain" in Environment, Harcn,

1972, discusses how little is known. The computer simulation

uses a microscopic model of cloud-droplet growth nucleation,

rainout, and washout by superriding rainfall. His model is a

dynamic one taking into account meteorological variables, and

has been used successfully in studies relating to acid rainfall

in Europe.

This modeling has been extended to treat HCf; the major

problem is lack of knowledge on how gas phase HCf gets onto

particle_, e.g., alumina (AI20 3) particles. To our knowledge
the only experimental setups available to study this phenomenon

are at NASA uangley. We add simple diffusion of gaseous HCI

into the particle phase (assumed spherical nonadsorptive), and

17
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then calculate the rate of the ground cloud and the acidity _

of resulting mists of rain It would be particularly valuable

for this purpose If we could obtain some detailed meteorologick!

and emissions information on the Dade County test whlcr_ caused

extcr_sive crop damage. It would be a good test of the rob:]el

if it could indeed predict (albeit after the event) such an

occurrence.

Necessary parameters include chemical constants such as

surface tensions, solution densities, molalltles and accommo-

dation coefficients, and particle size distributions• The

sources of the values used are shown in Table i0.

The nonequilibrlum droplet-nucleatlon model was thus used

to study the processes of removal of HCI and H20 vapor from thu

exhaust plume of the shuttle booster. Initial efforts were

addressed to the problem of managing the bilateral (both

physically inherent and numerical) instabilities of HCI and

H20 vapor conc_r_t_'atiu_ in the presence of _ log-normai _ize

spectrum of A120 3 particles.

By introducing an arbitrary limitation upon the change of

molality of the condensed phase from one time step to the next,

allowing this limitation to vary systematically with partici,_

size, we were able to compute the initial cloud partlcle slze

distribution, temperature, and h_mldlty for a nearly steady st_t.:

condition after some 75 cycles of computation. The results for

particle size are shown in Figure 3. The initial and final

values of the important variables are given in Table II.

Noteworthy is the fact that the smallest size class has

acquired considerable acid and water, more than quadrupl_ng Its

radius In this time period. This raises a question as to the

relative importance of still smaller (y < .02urn; size classes.

The rise of temperature of nearly 4°C indicates the. relea_

of both latent heat and neat of solution of i{Cl. because this

warming is great, the final relative humidity is surprisingly

low (less than 75%)• The final molallty at this point Is about

4.82.

18
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TABLE i0

INPUT PARAMETERS FOP HCf SCAVENGING MODELS

Input Data Sources References

}{eat Capacitle_ o: Handbook of Chemistry and Physluc D79
Acid Sol utio',,"

Heat of bilutlon .; Handbook of Chemistry and £hyslcs D77
Acids

Densities of Acid Handbook of Chemistry and Physlcs DI_9 1
Sol utions

Surface Tension of International Critical Tables, Vol. 4,
Solutions p. 464.

Vapor Pressure of Inte_'nationa! Critical Tables, Vol. 3,
Solutions p. 301. :

H20 Partial Pressures Othmer and Naphtali (1956)

", 19
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TABLE ii

SAMPLE RESULTS OF HCI SCAVENGING MODELS

BEFO[_E AFTER 75 CYCLES

Cloud Temperature-°K _85°F) 302 600 306. 558

Ratio (H20)-g/kg 27 985 26.357Mixing

Relative Humidity-% i00 000 74 387 (94.183 without• temp. change)
HCf Gas Concentration-ppm 352 2 134.7

Liquid H20 per GM Air-g 0 0 1.628 x l0 -3

Dissolved HCI per GM Air-g 0 0 2. 863 x 10 -4

Resultant mean molality = 4.823

_ After equilibration, particle molality ranges

from a minimum of J_.8148 for size class #i (smallest)

to a maximum of 4. 8255 for size class #20, then

decreases to 4.8238 for size class #30 (largest)

21
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Further experimentation with molality limitation has

led _o z_cgative results, i.e., a closer limitation on the

molality change from one step to the next failed to produce

an improved containment or" the HC1-H20 oscillation.

Further. cycling beyond 150 or so steps led to an increased

oscillation of the large particles, alternately over-acquiring

H20 and HCf, evidently at the expense of the small particles.

To simplify, and possibly improve the computations, we

adopted a new model on an experimental basis. In this model

we have initially apportioned all the HC1 among the A120 3

particles in direct proportion to their spherical equivalent

area. This HCf is then permanently attached to the respective

particles, and the system is allowed to acquire H20 from the

environment (or evaporate it). This procedure is more arbi-

trary than the earlier one, but it is considerably simpler

computationaily, and we believe it will approach very closely

to the same steady state molality as the earlier model.

The approach is designed to supplement the Marshall dif-

fusion model (Dumbauld et al., 1973). This model explicitly

takes account of particle nucleation, growth, and the effects

of overriding rain. The Marshall model treats only atmospheric

motion and diffusion with arbitrary loss terms. When this model

is fully developed the ideal approach will be to fuse the capa-

bilities of the two models.
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3. DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT

3.1. INTRODUCTION

We have attempted to find the best method of determining

the low levels of H2, CO, _CI, and A1203 in the ground cloud.

Unfortunately, an unknown amount of afterburn reduces H 2 and

CO, probably to levels too low to measure. Therefore one must

look for HCI and A1203, however as we discussed in the previous
chapter, a large amount of the gaseous HC1 may be removed by

t_e A1203 to the particle phase. Thus very low concentrations

of gaseous HC1, and acid-coated AI203/AICI3/H20/HC1 particles
are to be sought. These features render NASA Langley's mea-

surement task particularly diff.'cult, since there is already

a large sea-sourced background component of NaC1 in the wet

particulate phase.

• It would be helpful to all concerned I£ the two classified

documents RADC-TR-67-667 "Particle Identification" and RADC-TR-

70-185 "Particle Sampling" could be declassified as soon as

possible.

3.2. HCI DETECTOR

We wrote to every likely manufacturer of instrumental

analytical equipment concerning the detection of i-I0 ppm HCf.

The only instrument which was quoted as being available was an

adaptation of the Mine Safety Apparatus "Billionaire" device.

We have no practical experience with this equipment but have

heard from others that it has some instability problems.

We have followed the pertinent literature in this field

and note that two new detectors have been described in the

last six months. Both are wet chemical, one is a modification

23
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; of the coulometric Mast ozone detector (_4iller et al., 1971)

(and is automatic), the other is based in the AgNO 3 reaction

and is similar to the specific chloride plectrode process cur-
rently in use by Langley. 4

The Billionaire apparatus uses the reacti,m between dCl

and ammonia to generate particles which cause an ionization

response. We believe that the sensitivity and fast response

of the cnemiluminescent NO detector to NI[3 (Stedman et al...!972)

can be used to monitor the decrease in NH 3 signal. A proposal

to NASA to develop s_tch a detector is currently under review. _,

Solid state detectors of' air pollutants have only recently

appeared on the market. Thin film electrochemical devices offer

some promise of response to low concentrations of HC1, which _:

needs to be investigated.

3.3. A120 3 DETECTION

Unambiguous sampling of airborne particles is an experiment-

ally difficult matter. Direct measurement of light scattering

i can give a particle count, and an approximate size distribution

i down to 1.5_, but can not give a chemical analysis. Filtratior_

catches all particles larger than a given size. Impaction gives

a size distribution. Unfortunately both processes pass large

quantities of air over the collected particle. Thus before it

can be examined the particle will have interacted to equilibrium

with the ambient air, frequently gaining or losing water in the

process.

Direct examination by light microscopy of the collected

particles is the least destructive process, but the wavelength

of light is around 5_,so small particles cannot be discerned.
O

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has resolution down to 100A

(0.I_) but the particle must be gold-coated and placed under

high vacuum, thus frequently altering its nature.

24 / i:
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Some SEM plctur, s which were taken by a NASA Langley study

showed flattened spheres, less than i_ in disinter. We have

generated similar looking particles by controlled combustion

of aluminum in oxygen. An electron mlcrograph of these particles

is shown in Figure 4.

Nondestructive chemical analysis of the whole filtrate or

imported sample for A1 can be done to a very high sensitivity

by Neutron Activation Analysis. The lower li_[It for det_c_lon
7

is of the order of 1.O ng. Chloride can be similarly determined

down to 2.0 ng, but the confusion due to sea-salt cannot be

overcome. Analysis of single particles by electron microprobe

analysis can confirm the presence of AI, but it may not be

possible to determine by this technique how much of the HCI _

originally was In the form of AICI 3 or HCI solution on the

AI203 particle.

The difficulties of these measurements constitute a strong

J reason for pushing the modeling of the ground cloud to as
E

i accurate a prediction as possible, and for pursuing the current

i studies of HCI/H20/AI203 interactions in the laboratory.

k •All facets of the interaction may not prove amonable to direct

experimental verification in a launch situation.
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1! /4. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF HCf

4.1. INTRODUCTION

One of the major effluents of the Solid Rocket Motors to

be used on the Space Shuttle Boosters will be hydrogen chloride

gas (HCI). In _ombination with water, HCI forms a strongly

acidic solution, hydrochloric acid. The dangers of hydrochloric

acid solutions to the student are often one of the first things!

one learns in elementary chemistry courses, and the basic tox-
i

Icology is given in standard handbooks (for example, Industrial

Hys_ene and Technology 2nd Edition, Vols. 1 and 2, Intersclence,

1958). Because HC1 is used in, or a by-product of, certaln

industrial operations, it has been of some concern to those

involved in environmental safety and with air pollution. Perhaps

the most complete summary to be found is the "Preliminary Air

Pollution Survey of Hydrochloric Acid, A Literature Re'_lew"

(Stahl, 1969) published by the National Air Pollution Control

Administration. Tables 13 through 15 are reproduced from this

, work.

Our literature survey has found one Soviet study sug_estin_-

genetic defects in flowers but little quantitative information

on the direct effects of low level doses.

4.2. LITERATURE SURVEY

We have conducted an extensive survey of literature, seekin_

qualitative and quantitative information on this problem. Gen-

erally this work has been time-consuming and discouraging, re-

vealing a dearth of information at least that _s available from

the open literature in English. Many hopefu]-zounding titles ,

have turned out to be "popular articles", absL_ cts, or In Russian.

Others remain to be examined. From the various report_ in
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"Hydrochloric Acld and Air Pollution: An Annotated Biblio-

graphy" (E.P.A.), from "Preliminary Alr Pollution Survey of

i_ Hydrochlorlde Acid" (U.S.P.H.S Air Pollution Control Admini- !• i
stration), from the Science Citation Index and by examinln_

recent issues of Chemical Titles we have identified several

names and references on current work on plants. A couple of

these articles (and a Ph.D. thesis) report substantive research

but the level of research and the state of the art Is much lower

than we had hoped.

We performed a computer search for literature on toxic

effects of the HCI in the University of Michigan Library and

requested a similar, more extensive search by the National

Library of Medicine, N.I.H. in Bethesda_ Maryland. Again,

many of the references are to obscure sources, are difficult

to find, and often Japanese, German, etc. We have examined

the lists we received, as well as the Toxicity Blbliq6raphy

and recent Air Pollution Abstracts.

This survey has focused on toxic effects of HC1 and the

purposes of the contract for which this report is written, the

survey of Stahl is incomplete. First, it only covers the liter-

_. ature to 1969, second it admittedly does not "attempt to inter-

_ pret or reconcile conflicting data", and there are considerable

discrepancies in the HCI literature and third, it does not point

out where additional research is needed. Thls report attempts

to correct these deficiencies (at least in part) in the case

of the toxicological studies. Table 12 shows a summary of
i

various standards set for human exposure.

4.3 ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Stahl, Quade R. Preliminary Alr Pollution Survey of

Hydrochloric Acid. A Literature Review. U. S. De-

partment of Health, Education, and Welfare. National

Air Pollution Control Administration, 1969.
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TABLE 12

HUMAN EXPOSURE STANDARDS FOR }ICl

' Max. Allowed

Concentration Sta,_i

(ppm) Time Period Conditions Coat.try • 2ef.

0.009 24 hr average ambient air quality USS_ _6

0.02 24 hr average ambient air quality Czecnoslo- _4
vahia

0.03 single exposure USSR _6

0.07 single exposure Czechoslo- 84
vakia

0.5 30 min average ambient air quality West Germany 55

1.0 30 min average max. allowable West Germany 55

5.0 work station West Germany 55

5.0 8 hr day/5 day week U.S. i11

(above data from Stahl) Ref.

2 1 hr average general public U.S. NAS/JKC
197A

2 30 min average general public U.S. NAS/NRC
i971

4 l0 man average general public U.S. NAS/_;RC
1971

3 1 hr average general public- U.S. _AS/_4_C

emergency limits 197i

3 30 min average general public- U.S. _AS/_RC
emergency limits 1971

7 i0 min average general public- U.S. NAS/_£(

emergency limits i971

l0 1 hr average controlled (work Sta) U.S. NASA/I_c.

pop. Short-term
emergency limits

20 30 man controlled (work Sta) U.S. NASA/I[6c

pop. Short-term

emergency limits

Refs. NAS/NRC-1971 - "Guide for Short-term exposure of the P_blic to

Air Pollutants. 11. Guide for Hydrogen Chloriae

(Nat. Advisory Center on Toxicology NAS, NRC

Aug. 1971)

NASAl1968 - "Compendium of Human Responses to the Aerospace i
Environment" Vol III, NASA CR1205 (Iii), Nov. 1968
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Probably most complete survey up to that time.

Tables 13, 14, and 15 (see attached) summarize results cf various

i studies in easily usable form. The report is not "a synthesis

of available information but rather a summary without an attempt

to interpret or reconcile conflicting data." There are major.

conflict,.; though as can be seen from scanning the tables. Some

: of them arise because the data are from experiments performed

many years ago when accurate measurements and control of HCf

concentrations may have been difficult. The present author

is unable to evaluate the problems in the studies in man and

other animals. In most cases of the studies on plants and

data in Table ]4 are frem abstracts or reports of field obser-

vations where the information for evaluating the accuracy are

either not given or were unavailable to the author.

Two things stand out from Table 14: (I) Different plants

have different susceptibilities to HCI. (2) Almost all ex-

periments are short term. There are virtually no studies

covering several generations (to consider effects on repro-

duct_on) or cumulative effects of low level repeated or con-

tlnuous exposure.

3O
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TABLE 1 3 {

SUMMARY OF REPORTED EFFECTS OF INHALATION OF _
HYDROGEN CHLORIDE BY HUMANS

Concentratior ExpoJure {
(_m) e _T_m9 Elf.eta or Co,uuentlL :

SO-lO0 Work is imposs,ble i

10-50 Work i8 difficult but |x)s.qible "

10 Work is undisturbed
, , , ,,

1,300-2,000 Few man L4thal
, g

1,000-I,300 30-60 min Dan?eroua

SO-100 60 min Intolerable
u

35 Irritation of thromt after short exl)o_ure

1,000-2,000 Brief exposures are dangerous

10 Irritation

S No organic: damage
i • i llll ,.

10 Odor threshold value

0.067-0. 134 Odor threshold v_ lue

0.402 2oncontration for threshold re(lax effect
st1 optical chronaxic

0.134 Concentration for threshold reflex effect
I on eye sensitivity to light

t in ,, • t

0.335 Concentration for thrc*shold effect on
diolto-varcular toxtrity

0.061-0.134 _re_mohi concentrations oF chanoe in the
rhythm and depth of respiratory movmlent

i i ,H

1-$ J Odor threshold value
1 i im

at Plm • 1,470 bqJ/_a 8L 3S°C.
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TABLE 14

. SUMMARY OF REPORTED EFFECTS OF INHALATION

OF HYDROGEN CHLORIDE ON ANIMALS

Concentra- ExposuFe
8Decies tAGs (vpm)* Time Effects oT C_ents

Rabbits 4,300 3C min Fatal in some cases, duo to
laryngeal spasm, laryngeal
edc_a, or rapidly developinq
pu_lonary edema

Guinea pigs 4,300 30 mln Fatal in some cases, due to
laryngeal spasm, laryngeal
edema, or rapidly developing
pulmonary edema

, =,

Cats 3,400 90 mln Death after 2 to 6 days

Rabbits ].400 go min Death after 2 to 6 days

Guinea pigs 3.400 90 min Death after 2 to 6 days

Cats 1,350 90 min Severe irritation, dyspnea,
and clouding of the cornea

: Rabbits 1,3S0 90 mlh Ilevere irritation, dyspnea,
and clouding of the cornea

. ,. ,m

/-

Guinea pigs 1.350 90 min Severe irritation, dyspnea,
and clouding of the cornea

, m,L

Rabbits 670 2 hr Fatal in some cases

m

Guinea pigs 670 2 hr Fatal ih sme cases

Rabbits 300 6 hr Corrosion of the cornea end
upper respiratory xrritation

J

Guinea pigs 300 6 hr Corrosion of the cornea and
upper respiratory irritation

ill

Rabbits 100-140 6 hr Only slight corrosion of the
cornea and upper respiratory
irritation

m , H | 011 mm

(Julnem Pigs 100-140 @ hr Only 8;lght _rosion of the
cormm and upper roepiretory
irritation

32
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I
l TABLE 14 (Concluded)

• l
I

_ o, _ .

!

I Content ca- Zxl_J_ur • !
Sl_cies tiofl (r_m) q Time _fft;t.q 05 Comments

1 Rabbits 100 6 hr/clay for SLight unrest and ;criterion o
i 50 days the eyes and nose

Guinea pigs 100 6 hr/¢lay for Slight unrest and irrztazion o
; 54_dlyl the eyes end noel

i .i i ,. i

; Pigeons |00 t hr/dny for |liah_ unrest and irritation o
SO days the eyes and nose

' Itonk_y 33 6 hr/day No immediate toxic rffect8 and
S day_,/we('k no patho|ogzca! chanqel :

:' t fOlr 4 weeks

I_bbit 33 t t.rlday No immedl6te toxic streets and
S dryly/week no patholoq_.cal chenqem
for 4 _ke

Eli el I

@uAnee pLg 33 6/hr/d@._ No l_iete tOXA¢ streets aM
S @eylV_eek no pathological changes
f_' 4 t_eke

I

I_bbite _ 80 S _n Cessation of c,liary a©tLvity

w_thout recovery

Ita_bite 30 10 _n Cessation of cllAary actAvAty
without recovery

,|q i i j • ,m

e_ INm m 1,470 W/m _ tt IS°C.

33
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TABLE 15

SUMMARY OF REPORTED TOXIC EFFECTS OF
I{Yi)ROGENCIILORIDE EXPOSIJRE ON PLANTS

Concentre- Exposure
Sveciss _9n {ppm)* T_me Eff_.ct_ o_r_._._,_ents

Plants 10-50 No }ear darnaqe

Plant8 I00-I .000 Loaf d_mage

F
! Sugar beets I0 few hr Threshold for markinq

Viburnum 5-20 24 hr Loaves rolled st the edges,
I aeldllngs withered, shr_k, faded, and
' necrotic
! ,H . . •

Beech 1,000 1 hr L_cal lesions produced
, , Q

Oek 1,000 I hr Local lesions produced

8_aple 2,000 14arqinal lest scorch

Birch 2,000 Jdarqinal leaf scorch

Pear 2.000 N_rginel leaf scorch
.... .m

Viburnum S-20 48 hr Plants died
seedlir_s

IdJrch 5-20 48 hr Plants died
.m

Fir 1,000 I hr LOcal lesions formed

Spruce 2,000 I hr/dey for llo apparen _ zr_ury
80 deys

mt i m t i iJ m u

5hI_to plsntal S 2 hr Developd_ lnterveinsl bronaIN

I followed by necrosis vlthln ?_
;hours after exl_sure

t • t

3 4 hr Threshold for visible injury

6 4 hr ThTeohold for visible injury
_'J.KLUIOaA

J J J J It tit B

6 4 hr Yhresbold for vlmible inj_y

,., . ., ., , | . ..

!
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TABLE 15 (Concluded)

..... ... ,,, , J

Concentra- ExpOsure
Species tion (ppm)* Time Effects or Comments

Ace....._[.rssccharu_ 7 4 hr Threshold for visible injury

A_er 7 4 hr Threshold foL visible injury
_ides

_uercus rubu_ 13 4 hr No visible injury

P'n_j___s_robus 8 4 hr Threshold for visible injury

P_a_otsuqa 10 4 hr Threshold for visible injury
mant/ssii

10 4 hr Threshold for visible damage
balsamoa

PLnus shies 19 4 hr Threshold for visible damage

Plnus _ 18 4 hz NO visible dlmge
II I [I ' '

; 43 4 hr No visible damage

me_ ,-- ,,

Spruce <SO 20 min Plants died
seedlings

"1 pSm - 1,470 t_l/m _ at 2S°C.
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• i Bibliographic Sources

*Air Pollution Abstracts - U.S. Environmental Protection

(Monthly) Agency Air Pollution Technical
Information Center (APTIC)
Research Triangle Park, N. C. 27711

Air Pollution Abstracts - Department of Trade and Industry
(Monthly) (Britain) Warren Spring Laboratory

*Toxicit F Bibliography - U.S. Public Health Service -
(Monthly) Library of Medicine

Toxicity Information Program - National Library of Medicine
will do llterature search on request. (See example attached).

Air Pollution Technical Information Center - Research Triangle
Park, N. C. 27711

will do literature search on request (not used)

Hydrochloric Acid and Air Pollution: A_nnAnnotated Bibliograph2,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Research Triangle
Park, N. C. (1971) pp. 51-64 deal with effect on humans
(gP) and on plant and livestock (4p) (a one-shot thing,
apparently).

*Best sources for continuing review of (relatively) current
literature.

NOTES: General Abstracting Journals such as Chem. Abstracts

or Biographical Abstracts can be used but are generally

inefficient. The toxicity information program search

did give Chem. Abstract o__rBiol. Abstract _eferences

so that if nothing else, we have the abstracts. Another

source, once one has several articles located is the

Science Citation Index (which tells which other authors

have referred to the paper of interest). This has not ki

proved particularly rewarding either. Key word indexes

• in Chemical Titles and Biographical Abstracts are also

useful for keeping up with current material. •
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4.4. SEMI-ANNOTATED LISTING OF OTHER ARTICLES OF INTEREST:

Arndt, V. "Konzentrations Anderun_en ben Blettforbotoffen

unter dem Einfluss yon Luftverunre]nigun_en.

Ein Diskussi_nallbeltrax Zun Pignent Analyse,"

Environmental Pollution 2, 37-48 (1971).

Reports that 8-carotene is a better indicator of

dama}_e than chlor'ophyllsare. Finds that 0.5 mg/m 3 HC]

(ca. 0.34ppm) (exposure time not clear - could be

several (6-10) months) results in 20% to 35% lower

chlorophyll upon treatment with acid - in vitro.

[If the reading of the German _s right, this could

be one report of lone-term, low-level exposure - and

there is an effect, at least on pigment concentra-

tion. ]

BaetJer, A. M. "Chronic Exposures to Air Pollut_nts and

Acute Infectious Respiratory Diseases"

Arch. Ind. Hyg. an,l Occupational Medi-

cine 2, 400-406 (1950) [Source: Air

Pollution Abst. (U.S.)Vel. 2 (6), 10857]

Quote from abstract: "data aw_i]able at present are

insufficient to draw conclusion".

Berge, H. Phytotoxische Immiss_onen (P. Parcy, Berlin,

1963) pp 51-53 (on HCI)

Description of properties of IIC], macroscopic and

m_croscopic descriptions of damage, basis of effects,

diagnosis of plant. References (few are g]v,±n) are

primarily in the 1930's.

Berry, C. R. "A Plant Fumigation Chamber Suitable for

" Phytopathology _:Forestry Studies, 60, 1613-

1615 (1970).

[Article not read. Includpd _n case someone wants

to get into experimental work or wants to track some-

body down who might do expcrlmenta] work.]

]
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Boray, E. "The Effects of Air Pollution On Plants," (in

French) In Probleme der luft verumreinlgung

dutch die Industry (ed. (not recorded in my

notes) (Vogt-Schi!d S. A., Switzcrland, 1969)

pp 1 - 19, 126 references.

[Mostly on S02, may have some references on HC1 -

which is why it's mentioned here. Sources: Air

Pollution Abstracts (U.S.) Vol. 2 (#6), 10994.]

[Cesta, R. P. and M. E. McLouth "Launch Conditions Pro-
0

duced By The Titan III-C

Launch Vehicle", Amer.

Inst. Indust. Hyg. _.

30 635 - 639 (1969)]

• Included here because it contains actual measurements

of HCI concentrations. Techniques and values - and

their reliability - are worth looking at.

Daessler, H. G. and Ewart "Damage to Plants Caused by

Hydrogen Chloride", Biologische

Zentralblatt 88 209 - 213 (1969)

[Chem. Abstracts 71 7367f: exposure of plants to

0.05 - 2.0 mg/m 3 HC1 (0.03-1.3ppm) resulted in a
m

CI ion content of up to 20 times that in the controls.

(damage and [HC1] concentration were proportional at

lower concentrations)].

European Congress on the Influence of Air Pollution on Plant_

and Animals, First Proceedings. Air Pollution (Centre for

Agricultural Publishing and Documentation, Wageningen, The

Netherlands, 1969).

[Included here primarily as information on it's exis-

tence. It does not appear to have much, if any,

discussion of HCI.]

Ewart, E. "Die Einwirkung yon Chlorwasserstoff auf Plantzen

in Experlment", Polsha Ahal Nauk...(See Air

Pollution Abstracts, Vol. 2 (#ii) 14624)-(for

abstract's complete reference). !

38 _:
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Under intermittent gassing (test periods between 50

and 470 hours) there was no damage when "maximum

permissible emission concentration of 0.05 mg/m 3

(_0.03ppm) was nnt exceeded. At 2.0 m_/m 3 (~].4ppm),

peas or beans showed "first symptoms of necrosis after

eight hours" (if plants were removed at this stage

some leaves died and fel] off, but plant survived

and produced new, undamaged leaves). After i00

hours at the higher concentration all plants died.

[This may be the same Ewart workin_ with Daess]er,

above. If we continue to keep eye on literature,

; hi_ name may be one to look out for.]

Godlsh, T. J. Effects off Hydrogen Chloride Gas on Photo-

synthesis, Respiratlon, Transpiration and

' Photosynthetic Pigments of Tomato C.V.

Bonn_ Best Ph.D. Thesis Pennsylvania State

University, 1970.

Found effects on transpiration [water loss, important in cooling

the plant], respiration and photosynthesis at both high and low

exposure (8-!0ppm for two hours : high 70pphm for ten hours per

, day times two days or 40pphm for eight hours per day times seven

, days : low). Effects were dependent on _rowing se_:_on and in

some cases on humldlty. Dependin£ on exnosure he found increa[_e

or decreas( in respiration and photosynthesi:, tmakin_" explana-

tlon of response difficult]. In all cases, studies were made

within 24 hours of exposure [what happens in the long term? -

not answered.]

Abstract concludes: "The most significant f_ndlngs of this study

were (i) changes in respiration and transpiration would be in-

duced in the absence of visible symptoms; (2) visible symptoms

in the form of chlorosis [lose of color] may have l_ttle to do

with plant debilitation, especially under saturating light in-

tensities; and (3) HCI gas, supposedly acidic does not convert

chlorophyll to pheophytln at low concentration exposures."

[(2) means that plants can still photosynthesize, at leas_

39
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shortly after damage occurs, even though they show spottinc,

etc. There are serious problems in accepting conclusion (3)

from a _eading of the thesis. A great deal of experience in

chlorophyll measurements and the data presented in thesis indi-

cates that there were major deficiencies in the experimental

procedure so that the conclusion is not a reliable one. This

: casts a bad light on the other conclusions although they may

be O.K. On___eepoint is clear: there are physiological effects on i

plant processes which are not always immediately evident from i

R

the external appearance of the plant. These physiological ef- I
!

fects may be significant for the long term survival and growth

of the plant under low levels of exposure.] I
Heck, W. W. "Symptomology of Injury to Vegetation By [

Other Pollutants" i

Section XI: 1-20, in Lacasse and Moroz, Editors, Handbook of I

effects Assessment - Vegetation Damage (CAES, [CAES: Center Air !

Environment Studies] The Pennsylcania State University, Univer- !
!

sity Park, 1969).

Hindawi, I.J. "Injury by Sulfer Dioxide, Hydrogen Fluoride I

' and Chlorine As Observed and Reflected [

i On Vegetation In The Fie]d." J. Air Pol- [

! lution Control Assn. 18, 307-312 (1968). 1

i At one half maximum plant operations, smokestack [

I. was emitting ll9-473ppm HCI and 0.5-0.9ppm CI 2.

i Article has pictures of damaged plants. Residents .

had complained of an acid mist smell and variety of

ornamental plants were damaged including necroting

spotting and decay of leaf margins. Early leaf ab- |

scission (falling off of leaves) was also observed.

Hindawi, I. J. Ai___rrPollution Injury to Vegetation (N. S.

Public Health Service, National Air Pol-

lution Control Administration, 1970) 44pp.

[not seen].

Il'kum, G. M. "Effect of Toxic Gases on Plants" (in Russian)

Fiziol. Biokhlm, Kul't. Rost. 3, 87-92 (1971)

4O
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!
[in Chem. Abstract, Vo]. 59] [Source: Air

Pollution Abstracts (British)]

K+ Na + Ca 2+, , occur in greater amounts in tree:; living

near industrial plants giving off" flCl. [Thin is con-

sistent with findings of Daes:;ler and i';war'tand of

Shrlner and LaCasse (see these papers) which indicate

large increase of C1 in HC] treated plants. The

cations above would be picked up at the same time

to give total charge neutrality. H+ is probably

neutralized by soil, or and the pH maintained (re-

latively) constant by uptake of plant roots].

i Kisser, J. "Phys/o]o_i:_che Prob]eme der E tnv.,ockunE yon

Luft verumreinigunEn aufdle Ve_.etation."

Polsha Ahad Nauk...(,.ee Air Pollution Abstracts,

: Vol. 2, (#II) 14636 for abstract and complete

i reference) "exposure of' plants to rwdrochlorlr'.

acid caused a depression of the water, balance"

..."[see also Oodish. This could alp(, I,;

due to increased salt content; see Daes:_ler _

and Ewart, l!'kum, and Shrlner and LaCa_'e].....

Konstantinov, A. V. "Disturbances of Meiosis In Scrnt'

Plants Under the Effects of !lydro-

chlorlc Acld ''. Genet. Tsitol. ]91-

199 (1970)(In Ru:;s[an) see Chem.

Abst. 76, 54771g.

Treatment of flowers of variety of plant_, wltn 0.047 }{C]

solution before meiosis in the anthers [procc-s'._ of cell

division during pollen formation] caus(ul 3cv_re ab(.rra-

tlons in cells and chromosomes. A pJ{ _Iccrea.;e of 0.8

was observed in :ome cell nuclei.

[This paper is known only from Chem. Ah,_tracl-. De-

spite the fact the work was done with FICI z_l,ltlons

it has profound implications reFardIn_: the effect of

HC1 in the reproduction of plants.]

Lind, C. T. and S. A. London "Expozur_ nf Mari_]d (Tagetes_ i

#
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To Gaseous Hydrogen Chloride",

(U.S. Nat. Tech. Inform.

Service AO Report #732195

(18pp)(1971). See also |_

Chem. Abstracts 76, 76073r

and government reports an- |
|nouncement 71(24)31

From Chem. Abstracts: all plants died after five

Iminutes exposure to 2071ppm HCl At 95Ppm no i• i_

effect was noted. _.

Means, W. E., Jr. and M. C. Lacasse "Relative Sens_tivlty

of 12 Tree Species

TO HCI Gas". Phyto-

pathology, 59, 401,

(1959) Abstract•

[While only an _bstract it does summarize data: e.g. •
i

Liriodendron tulipifera had visible injury after |

four hours exposure to 3ppm HCI. Others were more i

tolerant Message Sensitivity is species specific,

at least.|

Ryabuskina, Zh. P. "Eye Lesions in the Hydrochloric Acid

Industry" Vestn. Oftamol. _, 76-77

(1970) (in Russian?) c.f. Biol. Abst.

5258106

Shriner, D. S. and N. L. LaCasse "Rapid Determination of

Chloride Content of

Vegetation for Assessment

of Air Pollution Injury

From Hydrogen Chloride",

Phytopathology 62, 412-

429 (1972).

Exposure to tomato and chrysanthemum to 2-18ppm HC1

for one to three hours resulted in large amounts of

CL- in leaves. "The procedure has potential useful-

ness as a diagnostic tool in assessment of air pollu-

tion injury from HC1 gas."

I

m
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Thomas, M. D. "Effects of Air Pollution on Plants" in

Air Pollution (WHO Monograph Series, N46)

Columbia Univ. Press, N. Y., 1961, pp 233-

278.

Thomas, M. D. "Gas Damage to Plants", Ann. Rev. Plant

Physiology, _, 293 (1951)

Has two paragraphs on HC1. According to Thomas, older

literature implies that threshold concentration for

visible marking was 50-100ppm. Thomas and coworkcrs

found threshold for sugar beets is 10ppm for several

hours.

Tolo, K. J., et al. "Acidified Drinking Water and Dental

Enamel In Rats" Z Versuchsterk, ll:

229-233 (1969).

This reference was run across a couple of times but

could never be tracked down. It is intriguing in the

same way that the Ryabuskina reference is - except

more so.

The following technical articles have also been studied

in more detail as follows:

Machle, W., et al. "The Effect Of The Inhalation of Hydro-

gen Chloride", J. Ind. Hyg. Toxlcol.,

24: 222, 1942.

Because of its corrosive action the gas primarily

affects the respiratory tract. Damage in the form

of edema, necrosis, and hemorrhaging occurs to tracheal,

bronchial, and alveolar epithelium as well as pulmonary

blood vessels, interstitial tissues and pulmonary

alveoli. Damage can also occur to liver and kidneys

in severe cases where death results. In addition,
i

hearts in dead animals occasionally showed massive

myocardial infarctions. ]
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Daessler, H. G. and E. Ewart "Damage to Plants Caused

by Hydrogen Chloride",

Biologische Zentralblatt,

88, 209-213, 1969.

"Damage to plants In the emissions areas of chemicals

and potash may be diagnosed, not only by air analy_is,

but by determination of chloride in damaged plants.

In various plants experimentally exposed to HCl gas

chloride levels up to 20 times critical values were

found, which persisted long after exposure was ended.

At lower concentrations, damage and HCf concentration

were proportional."

Heck, W. W. "Symptomology of Injury to Vegetation by

Other Pollutants", Sec. IX: 1-20, Handbook

of Effects Assessment-Vegetatlon Damage CAES,

Lacasse and Moroz, Editors, Pennsylvania

State University.

A separate letter has been written requesting this

document.

Thomas, M. D. "Effects of Air Pollution in Plants", Air

Pollution WHO Monograph series 46, Columbia

University Press, New York, 233-278, 1961.

"Hydrogen Chloride, of which about 10ppm for a few

hours is _'equlred to cause incipient plant damage,

wa_ an important pollutant a century ago... (London-

Manchester area of England)."

"Guide to Short Term Exposure of the Public to Air

Pollutants II. Guide for Hydrogen Chloride", NAS/

NRC-1971, National Advisory Center on Toxlcology,

August 1971.

This is a well documented short critique of HC1 ex-

posure. Based on relatively little evidence they suggest

tentative short term public limits of 4ppm (6 mg/m 3) for

ten minutes with a public emergency limit of 7ppm for ten

minutes, with suitable caveats regarding the need for more

research.
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4.5. COMMENTS ON LITERATURE SEARCH

Search of literature to date reveals a common pattern.

HCI contamination has not been generally regarded as a health

problem for plants or animals, consequently data and research

on the problem is limited.

Research on plants to date indicates almost any detectable

amount of HCf is potentially harmful, _f not immediately, then

eventually through damage of the reproductive process. Work

done on animals has been in the laboratory, and prlmar_ly on

rabbits and guinea pigs, and only occasionally chimpanzees, as

the effects of the gas are so z_vere as to rule out the use of

human subjects. The work done concerns the effects c,f exposure

to high concentrations of the gas for short periods of t lme

' (a few days), the results of which are usually devastating.

Data are lacking on the effects of lower concentraticnz and

intermittent exposure over a longer period of time. Another

problem is the lack of quantitative data on the extent of

damage done by variable exposures, data usually taking ti_p f_rm

of statements like "more damage generally occurs with gr,_ater

exposure." The only pathological data concerns animals that

were injured so severely that they died and were subsequently

autopsled.

4.6 CONCLUSIONS

I) Direct effects of HCf on humans have been studied rela-

tively extensively, mostly concerned with either "_c-

cidents (e.g. swallowing concentrated HCf) or industrial

exposure. These have resulted in settlng of _:tandard_

which interestingly enough, are dlfferent In dICferent

countries. This difference is due e_ther (i) to d_ffer-

ences in the value of human l_.fe or human health or (2)

different experimental teehnlques an;_ results.
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2) There appear:: to be no informetion on long term cum-

mulative effects of" continuous or frequent low level

expo:;ur_,z _r_ I,,'op]e. TI_[.'_ i'._ an ar_a where some re-

sear,,h c,_Id t,e u._eFul. Of particular concern m_ght

be t!_e eft'_,et on people of older a_es of exposure that

might be ]r_L_,r:tflcant or mlnor for the general popu-

lation. (There are frequent references to the increased

death rate (lur_n_ air pollution alerts, etc.) This

point i:; rais,:d in view of the _;eoF,raphlcal location

of the launch f'acllitv for the Space Shuttle.

3) The llteratur_ on p/antr r:li:;es two points. First

low level expr,::ure:_ haw _ phy:,iolo_,ica] manlfestattonz

even when th_:r__ is no vls]bl< _, morphological effect.

The experiments were usually terminated before the

effects on the growth ,_nd loner-term vitality of ti_e

planet could be evaluated. Also related is the ques-

tion of continued low lev_l exposures. Th___eepossible

effect on flowerin[ and reproduction, _ugEested by

the work of Konstantlnov deserves serious considera-

tion and further, experimental work. These experiments

should be carried out on plant:, of the type surroundln_

the launch slte at dlffur_nt._ o }{e] concentrations and

should be done and evaluatod before extensive launches

are carried out. The second polnt ls the fact that

not all plants are equally sensltlve to, HCI. Thus

experiments should be done on the plants in the vlc[nlty

of the launch sites.

As to whether shuttle represents a major source

of atmospheric HCf on a nationwide basis, the total

shuttle effluent from 50 launches per year is 1.1 x

i06 kg. An estimate of total annual industrial U.S.

HCI emission of 4.3 x 109 kg. can be made from data

in Stahl (1969).
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5. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF AI20 ]

5.1. INTRODUCTION

Our studies of .the effects of AI20 3 have centered around

the potentially harmful effects of inhalatlon by animals a_."

man. None of our _tudies to _ate indlcat_s there is any known

or potentially harmful effect on plants from exposure to clean

A120 3 particles. But the effects of AiC13, or HCl-coated, wet

AICIs/A1203 particles is unknown. An effect of A120 3 particles
' causing lung damage (Shaver's Disease) ic well known among

, public _ealth personnel, but seems lll-_ocumented In the litera-

ture. A preliminary consensus of medical opinion is that such

occasional exposure as may arise from Shuttle launch is unlikely

to show identifiable medic_,l effects

5.2. SHAVER'S DISEASE

The effects of AI20 3 on the lung depend on a combination

of particle size, dosage _ate and length of exposure. Precise

data on the effects of alumina particle inhalation is not avail-

able but enough is known to docume t the effects as potentially

harmful. This phenomenon was first recogrliz_-d in 1942 in work-

men at bauxite plants and has been giv_r_ the name Shaver's

Disease •

Human lungs act as very efficient slze-selective dust

samplers (Figure 5). Airborne dust, when inspired into the

lung, undergoes a process of separation based on slze and

falling rate. About 805 of larger particles (6_ or over) impact

on the mucus lining of the larger passageways and are usually re-

moved quite rapidly by ciliary escalation. Smaller dust partlc_,
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penetrate more deeply and very fine particles on the order of

2_ or less penetrate the alveolar spaces. Here, the retention

rate is thought to be high (about 60_) in t_e 1 to 2_ size,

probably even higher in those below 0.2_, and moderately severe

in the 0.2 to 0.5_ range. (The literature is unclear as to

whether the above mentioned sizes are radii or diameter; for

sizes below 2_ the answer is probably unimportant.)

Since the respiratory bronchioles and aiveoli are lined

with surfactant, not mucus, dust particles settling here are

attacked by the surfactant (alveolar photccytosis). A large

proportion of these fine particles find their way to, and

penetrate, the lung interstitions and lymphatic tissues. It is

at this level that damage can occur and fibrosis result. Further-

more, the lungs natura] clearance mechanisms can be overworked,
L

(mucus and surfactant production, ciliary activity and endocytosi_

all increase) expeclallj if exposure is ir_termittent.

The first symptoms of Shaver's Disease are difficult or

labored breathing, brought on at first by considerable exertion

and later by less effort, until it is eventually present at rest.

' In some people, an irritating dry cough precedes the awareness

of shortness of breath. These symptoms carl develop to a dis-

abling degree in a remarkably short time, even withi_ a few

months of first exposure. In advanced cases weakness and _eight

loss result. Respiratory failure appears late in the course of

the disease, along with pulmonary hypertension, right heart strain

and subsequent right heart failure.

The response of the tissues of the lung to Inorganlc dusts

such as AI20 3 has been compared to the color spectrum to emphasize
the variety and type of response and its activity. One parameter

is certalnlydose-related, a function of cumulative exposure over

time, less the "clearance" time over the years. It is also thought

to depend on the quantity and particle size of the dust, as well

as the absence or presence of infection, and the possible effects

of other synergistic or antigenic resplrable materials in the

environment.
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I_l summary, we do not know as much about the effects of

A1203 on the human lung as we would llke. There is the question
of what dosage is harmful and for how long a period. Is the

alumina itself harmful or must we also consider its effects

along with other particles, such as silica? Then there is the

question of particle size, with that of ip or less thought to

be of most concern.

5.3. INTERVIEW WITH PUBLIC HEALTH PROFESSOR I. HIGGINS

On February 21, i_73 an interview was conducted with Dr.

Ian Higgins of the University of Michigan School of Public

Health. Dr. Higgins specializes in the effects of the inhala-

tion of organic and inorganic dusts on the human lung and is

' a lecturer to the University of Michigan Medical School.

Dr. Higgins pointed out that not much is known about the

effects of the inhalation of A1203 as the disease is extremely
rare and where it has occurred, documentation and the applica-

tion of the "scientific method" has been marginal.

• Research on the subject must al_o make the distinction

between Shaver's Disease (the inhalation of AI20 3 dust) and
Aluminosis (inhalation of aluminum dust). How little work has

been done in the area is illustrated by the fact that some

reputable sources make no distinction between the effects of

the two, while other sources clearly indicate there is a dif-

ference. A further confusion seems to arise from occasional

common usage in the grinder trade of "al_mlnum" when they

should say "aluminum oxide" or "alumina". Our concern is, of

course, with Shaver's Disease, AI20 3 inhalation, not aluminum
dust inhalation.

There is also agreement that, if there is a potential

concern with AI20 3 inhalation, it is due to particle sizes on
the order of l_ or less, due to the selective size dust sampling

t
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characteristics of the human lung. (As pointed out In Figure

5, Source: "Deposition and Retenslon Models for Internal

Doslmetry of the Human Respiratory Tract", Health Physlcs,

Vol. 12, 1966). As shown in the figure, pulmonary retention,

our area of concern, dramatically increases for all dusts as

particle slze decreases below l_.

After a description of the ground cloud, Dr. Hlggins felt

we would be "hard pressed" to show a cause-effect relationship

between the operations of the space shuttle and the disease

(although he agreed the cloud was dirty). He felt that the

chances for exposure to the cloud being severe enough to

cause problems was extremely remote. All information on hand

I lists exposures on the order of "8 hours per day; five days

per week, for months" required to cause even the first symptoms

of the disease. The space shuttle cloud cannot produce these

levels of exposures, in even the worst situations.

5.4. UP-TO-DATE LITERATURE SEARCH

As part of our continuing study on Shaver's Disease a

Med-Line Search was conducted through the Ur_Iverslty of Michigan

Medical School. The Med-Line is a compaber-assisted search of

medlcally-related sources conducted In conjunction with the

; Library of Congress. As a result of this search several new

sources of information have been uncovered and subsequently

researched.

Although these additional sources have been studied, they

have yielded no significantly new information on the disease.

St has been interesting to note, however, the continuing lack

of distinction between the effects of altu_,i.numdust and aluminum

oxide dust inhalation. For example, recently, In an issue de-

voted to occupational lung diseases, Disease-a-Month, March 1972,

aluminum oxide and aluminum are treated almost interchangeably.
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One possible explanation for this can be traced back to the

original work by Shaver and Riddell (1947). In this work,

which is on aluminum oxide pneumoconiosis Shaver also mentions

cases reported in Germany (about the same time, post war) on

aluminum dust pneumoconlosls. Shaver speculates on the common-

ality of cause and effect to the cases he studied in Ontario.

Arriving at no conclusions, but raising the question, he says,

"The process concerned evidently differs considerably from

that in Germany. The exposures are therefore probably dis-

similar. There may be, however, a significant common factor".

Another side of the problem is that the term aluminosis

seems to be used Interchangeably in referring to either aluminum

oxide or aluminum dust inhalation. Compounding the problems

of recognition of cause and effecU, of course, are the long

delay times involved, problems in measuring dosage, and un-

certainty in particle size distribution, Abstracts relating

to this lung disease are attached in Section 5.5.

[
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5.5. ABSTRACTS

apD-earlng in the NmW ENGI_D JOURNAL OF ICEDICINEP

I March 26, 1970

in the letters to the editor section:

SH AV I"R'.%I)I.%F'A,_E

"_ lb tkr #;dd.r." I Irlt'r to tile edJl,ri.d id F'¢'hrzl.u) 12 juNi-
/yin I the publkalkm ,d teixXls I_v u,km_, at, lairs -.,d
pilrlk'ulaily lhal .l l)i, 'l'.IIl. ,q,lie.¢ml¢ in lhc. mime is.ell oi
lhe _.ur..l. l)r. l'l,llis may imp,m "Uilebl.lhlibli¢'d" ,illlhllf Ixlt
il remainly III)I "_IIIIS 11411"1111°' Ill Ills IIPIIIIII DIP lullm a_.
knowl_ll4ed hls indlL+bl¢'dlll'_.,+111lit 1". 1.. Nh4vrt l.r q..ll_+¢.11-.

affemenl and Ix'rmism.i I. 1.0hlLdl lhr ,am,+ ,,I let l+,ilienls
ldnutl@d IO 1111' Nl_IkrMll I)¢'IlUlllII,I 5Jlll_ll(lllillll II I_'_1_ill
1947, while worklill_ al lhe s.ilne III+10111114111,lh.,l 111 +'_hal't.r,

wilh Dr. All Ridd¢'ll (J lndllsl H)'I_ "I'.x. +_'.I:II+P,,Iq47). re.
pOrled a e.eries cd _-,_s -I a hithetllp unrt_.Kmzrd dimPd_
llli_('lilL'd willl lh,' Inanulailuir ,d llw arlll, i.,l .,hra.slve
corundum (All('),) , .i I)I,N¢._._,..lsidcn,_l i.r lll.in% +¢..ii_111Ill
harmless. Shaver's <|ISt,.l_4_|i_i_ 111"1111111.+ we'll l_'lllXlll0Pll rilli-
l)' (har_l¢lelri/l.-d IJ_ llltfl+_lllhll. II,,ll.Imm1111.1rhlllK 111)liP+lS.iw11-
found ('UVll_h)'_llla, llneumlllha)I',ix alld _'+¢'n,h'.olh.

(). H WAImw. L M.D.
l '_++.I',,'.+,I,',! +II,++hl, .'¢+,,,.+ ++,_

_l_on. L:niverstly ¢£+I_I+'4PIIPrll()llhlrlOOnlark,, Canada

'_ ORIGINAL PAGE IS

+_' POOR QUALITY
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"Some Important Occupational Lung Diseases", appearing

in Disease-a-Month, March 1972, authored by Helen A. Dickie, MD.,

an_ _ouis W. Chosy, MD.

'I'III£ PR()III I:MS m l,he r¢c_,g.mli,,n_,f lur._ dz``ea``udu_.'I,o
()CCtlp;llllmdl c'_pl)_llre illC iiunl_,'rou``, A wide Villll.'l,_ ii1 |)llhll_l-

ll;Ir'_ di``_.'._,.t',,l.ll1,1',,``¢WClilled _,llh (_.'CUl'_,il,lot);d _.'xp4)'.,tirc iL'nl;lin

ol Ul,dCh.'im,nL.dL.'li,_lo_. lhc il:du,,l,i]:d ha/;ird`` Ircquu'nlly arc
e,,l;ddi``hu,d l'h l,h_."ob,.er,,.'HiLm l,h;ll, o.'rl,,iln lun_ di'.ea,,_.',,a,c
``e,.'uwith c,u.'el_lion:dJrL'tl|l_.'n',.) In '.._,I11_.'occUpalion,d _n_up,,
I ILL."Ioll_ dcla_ IlOlll C_|I()_,Ulu ' I'0 the ¢)I1``_.'1 ()| ``.VlllIII_Ills ,,dds I,o

the dillieull,_ I,) rL'cognili()n. Ih,.' m,_'md_u'i'qly,,ictan,cv_..nl,hough
hi,, prin,:ir._inlcl,.:``tnla_he m puhnon;Hy dp,ca``c',gcner.'dlyha``
littleopp()l[tlrlil,_Io _ludy prohl_.nl_ nli``in_ in indu``l,rt;ll_r()up``.

_,_il,hcxp:mdin_ l¢chnol()_, new l_p¢`` of polenl,ially h:,zard-

; OU`` exrlo_tlr_.'_, iii¢ conlinuing !b,) he Crtill,Cd. l'h¢ phy``ici:m fre-

quenl,l.,, h_,,, dillicull,y in ohl,aining informuli_m concerning po,,-

.,,ihl,: h,_rnilul malerial`` in lilt worker',, environmenl. Much of

the conlu,,ion re``ull,`` from a l;'ck oI' under,,l:mding of lhc exact

nature of po,,,,ihlc l_xic a_¢nl`` Thal may he created in vuri_m,

: manufacturin_ pn_ess¢_. The worker frcquemlv has little idea

of the nal,un: _f lh¢ maleri;_ls wil,h which he works. Mana_zemen!

_lliciaN fr_.'qu_.'nll_ ``hare l,hc _,orkc,-',, lack of kno_,lcdg¢, al-

th()ugh ;_i, iml)e`` l,heir relucl,anc¢ to furni_,h l,h¢ ph)qcian preci.``e

it]fornl;tll(m 11111',,Ihc lu'co_rll/¢d -T'., ;_111ev_r.,i¢)n ill itn al,lCnlpl, I,o

: _,_._idlegal :nld lal'_r uni,m u¢li_n. I hi,, ,nab,lily of l,hephyqcian
: h' l'u'rru'l I_Lll l_OleIll,l,ill._ hilrnlllil ;l_'..'lll_ ill l,he pill,ierlt',,, ,._.'c_. pa-

IlOll pIHl.'l.'n Ililll hl fl Pl_lH ['_()Mlh_ll in l,he ICCil_llilio.I (_f fin

:. ill(hl',,l.II,ill'_, l¢l;llu',..l llhlk''.',, | Inlorllltl;ll_.'l_. ,,,(HII_." l'lh._',,lCl;lll_,, w'ho

mc Io,_ _C,ldil_,c_m,,.inu'_.'dlhill' _,II ,_.',,pitaloly illm.",',¢', in lhcir
pdlicnl., .H',..'due Io _'Clll'_;ili_llfll _-'_l'_o-,ill'C, fll'e r_...,pon``ll_h."for
``oiI]¢ _I lhc failing.' _,I t.'_HilllilllllC;lli_)n l)d_¢c'n indu',ll)' ,llld lh¢

rlledll_,ll pl; _I'_.'``M;_11.

,\n._ Ph_,,Icl,m wh_ c,q_¢cl_ t_ ICL'_,'_I2111/I."_Cc'ill_:lllonill II_l/illl.l'_

mu,,I I._kc ;I k_mIPIcl_' hl,h_l_,. Illt.'ludln_ .I ull_moh_ic li,,lin_ of

Ih_: _Hk hi,,hq_, ol Ih_' Indl_,ldllld. _1 IIIIPollfllll o_.'i.:llp:llioll:ll

¢kpO``lllV v, llJ ,_c_ I.IllleC_'L'llf/t.'d Ihe CX.It.'I I._p¢ OI _l)lk I|lll',l hi.."

help ;I _cal, dc,iI unl¢*,s Ih_: ph._',iLi.',num.ler,,I;_nd,,the Va_l¢l,)
_)I' eXI'_(_',III_: ill _v,lllllll`` l_hs. if',, well a,, the _il_ ;Ind ;l_'_ (_l' lh_

pI,inl, ,tml the t>p_',, _1' ,,:d'el_ r]l¢,lstlt_.'_, ll_,_.'d h_ cOnll_l pulenlial

ll,ll;ll'l.l`` lh_: p_s``Ibilil_ t)l _.'XlX_',,LIIL' Io lh)xic l,lhlll.'rifll`` fll)lll

illlllllll.'l Ol'_¢rali_n IIi llw ,,_,_tk inca lllll``l I%.' con,,ider_:d l)lly",i .

I.'I;111',, l,.illl ohl;lln illh_rnllili_m _II p_q_.'nlial h,i/ard`` Ii(iiii tier)i,

ii,i_,.,IIi`` of _)CCllp;lll_,ql..ll Jlltl indu,,,Irild h._i_.11_., ill lllto, l ,,l,tl¢`` :H,

M)IIIC _.'ill_.",. III,,UI,IIII,._." IL_HIIp;IIIIC',, lhlll _,ril,,: W¢ll'k111L'n '_, cllnl

l'_,l|,,alton l'_h_.l_.', llcqti_.'nll) _.an Imm,,h h_.'Ir_l'lll inlornlalion.

lhc ind,,,Iri.d h_'l_.'ll_.' _m]'_,, ,II lhc M,r,,',,d_.hll``¢ll`` h1``lilUl¢ o|

I,'_hn,,h,_._. I I.. _,,,d Ihm, c,,41,, ;,n(l I hu' I ll)iverql,V of Mieh.i-
g,lll arc _,ilu.il',l_.' _,_iii_.'c,, ,_I lllh'q'lli,Illi_ll AIM), fin.,.' ph),,ician

undcrl;Ike,, l,hc diagnn``l`` _l _...(:up.lllnnfll lung di_:a_cs
qlould ha_e i= Icy, h,,_k_ on nccupati_mal ¢1is¢;,_¢_ for rcfcn:nc¢.
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: _' I V,,¢_ll IIw ¢'h¢',1 fOClllgcnogram III lh¢' _e_.'_)gmli_mof occupa-

,. Irmal pulnhm:t,._ di,,ca,,¢ ha,, I_.'cn v,duahlc H_,cvcr, Iht,,
l-- ¢x;unm,mon ,mh rove:hi,, ,.'vid_..nc¢,,,d' chang¢_, w,lhin Ihc lung

i_j_ th;it ma) m._lbe _cv) dl;ll:n_,,t_c ,rod ¢cvhlinl.v r, vcl) .'_repalh_-
nomonic. In addflitm Io the dia_m_,,lic dilTicuhic,, then." h.r, hccn
u lendcncy to ;i,,,,¢,,,,the dcgn.'c _l di,,:lhilil) h_, Ihc ¢xlcnl of the
rocntg,.'nogr;0phic ahnormalily. AIIImugh Ihcr¢ u', ,,omc dcgrc¢

: of corrclali_m, it i_ lar from infallihl¢. Exlcn,,ivc, fine. inlcr,,lltial

,, than,co,, ma_ h¢ mllx_ssihle to recognize in lhe chc_,t roentgem_-
gram when lhe palienl's ,,ympl_m_ and pulm_mar), funclion I¢_1,,,

: ¢h:arl) rod|talc a pr_found pulmonary dysfuncli_,n. In the

_, , larger and m_rc readily ,,_cn dens|lie.,,, the anmunt _f lung
: inv_lvcd f_c¢lU_.'nll_,is ,,mall enough lh:ll Ih_.'p.lienl% .,ymph_m,,

' i are minimal and the I'uncllOn I¢_,1_remain quilt m_rnl:ll [h¢
cla',',ilicalion ol variou,, du',,I dP.¢u',,c,,of Ih¢ lung h_ r(_nlgem_-
graphic evidence i,, c_m_plicaled by the re:in.,, dust,, and mixlur¢,,
of du',l.,,,,includin_ the rclalivcly incrl one', of into, c:.'Nm. Im

_ and barium.

"l he ,_.'cup:olion, l ha/rod,. -f inl'cclJoLl', n:olur¢, ,,uch :0xtuber
cuh),,i',, c,_.'c'idi_id_mlyc,_,,i,., hlqc_lw,,nlo'.,v'-, and .lullhrax d_ exi,,t.
The frequcnc.v of lulx'rcuh,,,i,, in Ih¢ lz_.'ncrill popul,,i_,ll m.'lkc,,
Ihe j)roq_f o1' ;ill _L'cli_;llJ,)ll;iJ h;i/:lid dilhctlll to ¢M.ibli,d! Ihc
_lX'cial p,_hk'm _I luhe_c'uh_0_ in Ihc md_ldU,d cxp,_cd h,
_ilic'a v_'dlhc discussed _ilh Ihc I,_l_lcm _I _ilio_w ()1h¢1'_._i_¢.

: (hi-" ¢_k'VL'I(I(IlIJ¢Ill q)l I IIb_.'t t'LIh _1', ;l*, ,tll ¢_.'c iir_il|icHlilJ h;l/,ll ¢1 MUM

: ,. hc con,,id¢lCd _.':,rclull_. In _..cll¢l;ll. Ihc I_r_)t i,, d,lhcull, hill Ihc

iS Ill IIUIIIqljl_.ll,lll.' ;I Illl_t'lk'lllill IC;l_.'lion jl) ;1 plCxioLP,I) Ihlnl_.';ll.'l-
ing indi_idu:01 _h,_ h,ax ._ r_.';_,,_ql:lhI¢_ccup;_l,_mal cxP_ur_ Io
lulwrculosi,, :jIb] _ll_s_.' I';mlilv i_ f_e¢ I'r_ln IIIb_'l_.ula_',is. Ihc_c

Clilcri_l I'i¢qcwllll._ ,ire inllXr_Mhl¢ to JllCk'l ;Ifltl _,_,llht}tll Ihenl
Ihv I_n,'akd_)wu _l ;, I_,e_iuu',l) acquin.'d luh_.'rcul,_u,, inlcclam
i,, imp_x,,ihl¢ h_ climin;,lc. In h_lll c_ccidu,ithnwyc_-,i,, ;rod

hi,,h)pl:o,,on_,,i,,,lilt_,_._po.,,ulc Io _.oJl_,h_:rv Ihc ,,1_,¢ Iorln_, cxi,,I
c;nn n.',,uh in inh.'cl_on. If I'elh_, _,orker,, ,m.' ,,imilavl> inrush,cal.
Ihu _.'CUl'hJli,mal h:,/;inl _.,ll hc much mote tic,fly idcnulicd,
a,, ,nanv indi_wli,,d,, .'m." illh.'cl¢lJ hi _';i,.,|l;tl ¢onl;icl_ _,llh the"

hrN_l¢SiJl :1 ilonc_.'_|l)_;llil_ll;ll _.'_,l_l',llr¢ ,,%111h1,1_t', ;I r;ll_, irll¢c-
lion u_',1;111)'_c_1111ingin n _km inlccli_m. O¢_;a_ionall.v. Ihe '

db,ea,,c,

('l:l_ili¢,_tion _f dl_,_..',r,¢',, OI Ihu fk'_.,j_lj",llor_ tl:lcl dtle to IjuM _,

i_ dilliCull, bul Ih¢ one Pr¢_cnlcd by llavd} and I cah.v will he
m_lifiCd hCj¢.

Ca_ees of Ilespirotory Dileule--Pneumocon|olll

1. |fllll_;tlli¢: du_l_.

._illc;ll¢_ and di_|lonl_l¢_u_ ¢_lrlh.

OR_(_rAL PAGE I$
OF POOR QUALITy
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Jl,_l \111 |'I'MI |-IIIK()M%

l};ulxih: fume tihn_q., (.%h_l_cr',,di,,c,,,c ) i_ ;, wcll-r_.'+:(,+mizL.'d
indu,,llinl h:l/.,,d ;imong Ih¢ _orkcr,, m,lnuhlcturing uhr_i,,ivc
_h_.'vl', of corundum. B_luxik, is mixc'd _ilh iron ;rod coke and

then fu,,cd by electric curn.'nt, u_ing c, rh_m electrode+,,, ;It a
tcmperalurc _t appr_xm)ah.'ly 2()H() C. A dcn+,c while, fume i,+
prt_luced, lira, cunlain,, c,m,+idcruhh." am_mnl,, _f aluminum
oxide ;ind _,n¢ +'m_rphcm,, ,,ilica ahmg wilh ,,mull :m+_unl,, of
q_lhcr_uhqancc'_, all m ;I tilwlv divided _,l:lh:. rh¢ men cxp_¢d

tO Ihc".c lum_ _ dcvch,pcd NVmplOm_ of r.pidl_ pnL_r¢_qv¢ qh,rl-
nL",+,_I brc_ith,c_u_h,¢h¢_1Itghln¢,.',,, xuhqcrn:d Ddn. w_:uknc,,,+.
f;lliguc ;IPId (.'_,;lFl()'_l_. ('hc'_[ I_crllgcn,.)gl+;l111_ rc_,c;ik.'d ;111 cxh.'ll-

',iVt,.' librl)',,lS _l|Jl J;ll_t.' hl_.'h,, .%ponl;lll_.'t_(i,, pn_.'Ulllo|ht)l:lx x_+:l_,;I

frcqu_nt _.'_unphr.Ht_ul lliq_h_gic ¢xatnilml_,m of Ih¢ lun._ ,,.'-
w.';llcd I.'XIL'rI'.P.L Ilhl_)_,l', ,iL_.._qllr);lnlcd h.v hh.'h,,. Ihc lihl_),,i_
hl_-'kcd lh¢ +.'thl_;..'IctN_. _lu,hnt_ lil+_<qk' Imlh.',n _ll a ',ilic'_qic
n,_.lul,.' ('h,.'mlc;,I and ,.r,_..CltC,yt,,phll.." :lrl;llvM*+ ,I,_w_:d ;ill the

+' (,.'l)ll",lilllk'lll", <_1 Ih,+.' _ldllXll_. lilIIIL'", '%hh_zl._h ,tJllllllllLIIll h;l',, 111)1

h,+wn _.h.'.l,l+.+.".,I,ilql_h,+.d ,P, Ihc ,L',ItI',,C ill h:ltl'i.iK' 111111(.'Jihll)',,i',,,, i

,ihlmmum m .I hm'l+, dt+.,l+.'d _,1;11¢h,l", h4,'_.'11 inll)hc,llcd in ;I I

gi.'n_:l;Ih/_.'d hl'_r_,,_,,,_lthe.' hm_ Ihc p:tlit.'nl _.'r, _.'mpll_)cd in I

lh_ l)l()thll.'lli)ll i+l ,I lhK' ;lltl/111fllllll l);_x+dcr+ A! lm)',l lllllll¢+'lll, i.:

,ihllnintllll v.,p, [,_lllltl ii1 I'._g,.' ;II+/I{lUllI'_ in the' _,l:r) lihnqic lung J
I

I

I

{
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6 ,_[k,A_O,,IHEf,JC EFFECTS OF SIiUTTLE EFFLtJErI';':;
7

O.i. iJTRuD_;C'f_');I

The possible stratospheric effects of two Shuttle exhaust

products, v,aseous hy(Jrogen chloride (tICl), a_d .'_luminum oxide

(Ai20 3) particles are being examineS. Partlcul_xr attention is

being given to a potential stratospheric ozone dup]etic, n mech-

anism due to a catalytic cycle involving CI and uzone.

0.2. IiC]. IN THE STRATOSPiiERE

'fne shuttle booster will deposit 105 kilograms of !iC!

per fllgnt in ti_c stratosphere. Although there are Ci. i,_s

in the troposphere from sea-salt spray, transport upwar_ through

the tropcp_u.{e . ; slow and present knowle'ige indicate !l'.tlc

or none present in t,_e stratosphere_ but we are also lo,_ki_g

into tlJe possibility of chlorine-contaln]:_T compounds fr<Jm

ot_er sources sucf_ as volcanoes. Thus we are ex_minlng t_,,- _

possible effects of chemicals never before conslderud in strat,)-

' spheric matters The first analysis of HCf In the strat_:_pnere

described _eiow, Indlcates the possibliity of ozone depletion

through a catalytic cycl_ similar to that Involving the nlcroge_

oxyge_ compounds, NO
X

We have carried out some preliminary studies of a giJ_ally

averaged steady state model of I{CI chemistry. For tills p,lrpose
i

t_e production rate of HCf was assumed constant with a]tltude

at a value given by the total number of HCi molecules p,,r

launch divided by the volume of the _tratosphere dlvldcd by

the time between launches, This glve8 ;_ steady pr_du,.'tl,.m rat,.,

(molecule_ cm -3 sec -l) averaged over time and the e_t_re strat, -

sphere• Any possible effects seen in s_c:_ a model arc C]o_,al

in nature. Local effects w, _,'.dbe muct_ larg_.:'. T_e glcbalty

averaged production rate for 10O launches per 3','atwas _.'_ _iat_..

t_,' 4'
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to be 0.3 cm -3 sec -1 Any changes in the launch frequ_,Ic.4 _,J_uid

be reflected by a linear change in the productk_1 rate .Llld ',_'-

respoI_dizlg changes in the results. Although this producti.,_ l'ate

of IICI is quite small, relatively large densitieJ c;_r_be built

up because of the s!owness of chemical destruction arid e_1(_y

transport.

'fhe model we have used is one-dlmenslonal with vert_ca[

eddy transport and the chemistry summarized in Figure 6. IICI

' can be photodissoclated by radiation of wavelength less titan
r O

_2770A with a peak in the photodlssociation crosz section, occur-
O

ring at about 1550A. The resulting CI atom reacts rapidly wltz_

ozone to either go back to C1 or to form CIOO. The CIO'J either

reacts with ozone to reform C10 or is dissociated by solar

radiation back to CI. Thus, the following reaction,s briefly

sumr,larize the likely chemistry.

(i) hv + HC1 _ H + C1

(2) C1 + 0 3 _ C10 + 02

(3) C10 + 0 3 _ C1 + 202

(4) ClO + 0 3 _ CIO0 + 02

(5) C100 + 0 3 �CIO+ 202

(6) CiO0 + hv �Cl+ 02

(7) Cl + 02 + M _ CiO0 + M

The significant point to be made is that once HCI has Deerj

deposited in the stratosphere, the ¢_lorine atom may be in the

form of HCI, Ci, CI0, or CIO0 but it cannot be chemically remov0:d.

Thus, the problem divides itself into two tasks. First de_errT,Ir:e

the total chlorine atom distribution which depends only on tim

: source strength and transport rates, then determine the fractlor_

of the chlorine atoms in each type of molecule, which depe_ds

upon reaction rates and dissociation coefficients.

In practice for our global average model we have determined

the HCI density by solving a one-dlmensional diffusion equati_Jr_

with the shuttle as a source and photodissociation as a sink.
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REACTIONSCHEME FOR HCl CHEMISTRY

SOLID BOOSTER EFFLUENT

HCI !

PHOTODISSOClATION

03

ClO
-_ 03

,, 03

, h-v _ H + Cl

cl ,o3-- clo, oz
clo, o3-- c, ° zo=
cto• o_-- c,oo, o=
cJo0, 03 --,- CtO° 20a

Figure 6
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r

fi_e p_ot_dissociation coefficient }las been calculated using the

0V s_Jlar spectrum of BrlnKman et al. (i96b) and Hinteregger

_t ai. (1965) ar.d the HCi photodissociation cross sectio.,, mea-

,_ured ,_y iomand (1949). Figure 7 shows the calculated ph,_t _-

._ics,_ :i ,', [on uocfftcien' . Diurnal averaging was obtained by

tapirs: _/_'i,,f the overhead sun value. Resulting HCf profiles

at,: _;h,Jwn in Flgure _. Figure 9 shows the eddy diffusion co-

cffici,_nt which is a global mean value taken from Hays and

')llvero (1970). The HCI density is then multiplied by the

p:_otJii_s)ciation coefficient to obtain the production rate of

CI .A_:s. The species CI, CIO, and CIOO are treated as a

_;ir_Cic c:):_stituent, CIO x. CIO x is produced from HCf but not

dc._tr_yed until ft reaches the ground. Thus its coacentrati'J._i

can L_c calculaLed without knowing the reaction rates "nvolved

ir_ tl_e excha_ige betwee_i different forms of C10 x. A one-dimen-

si_rlai Jiffusion equation is solved for C10 x in which the

.;(urea: lz _iCl destruction and there is no sink except the

gr' u_d ( _. th,__ top of the troposphere). The resulting profile

]:: _I_o shown in Figure 6.

_'_e critical parameter in the chemistry of the perturbed

i _itr_to_phere i_ the effect of the perturbation on the ozone

:a:,'r. J'_h._ston (1972) has shown for a pure oxygen atmos_t__,re

_,,,, _, J_)_ and observed 03 densities that the production rate

• f 0rid-oxygen ((), 03) is a factor of four larger than the de-

_t_'iction rabe. He has further shown that NO x (NO, NO 2 NO 3)

l_i qua_titles "_bout I0 ppb can account for the missing de-

Jcruct[,m rate via catalytic chains of the type

_) + 0 3 2 + 02

_02 + 0 _, NO + 02

i:. which ti_ere is no net loss of NO or NO 2. The CIO x chain

_:_ wn in Figure 6 is Just such a catalytic chain. It Is poten-

6o
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: tially a much faster chain because it does not require atomic

oxygen (which has very low densities at stratospheric altitudes).

Assuming that C1 is converted to ClO by 0 3 faster than it

is converted to ClO0 by 02, the rate-limiting process in tl_e
cl_ain depends upo,_ what happens to the C10. If it is converted

back to CI then that process deter'mines the rate of cycling

through the simple two-constituent chain. If, however ClO is

more rapidly converted to ClO0 then we have a three-constituent

chain which is controlled by the slower of the rate of form-

ation of ClO0 and its destruction. In either case we can get

an estimate of the rate-determining reaction rate necessary

for ozone destruction to become significant. This is done by

comparing the destruction rate by the ClO x chain to the odd-

oxygen production rate, both integrated over altitude. The

production rate of odd-oxygen is Just the rate of photodis-

sociation of 02 usually denoted by JO12 [02 ] where J02 is the
photodissociation coefficient (sec-), and [02 ] is the density

of 02(cm-3). The destruction rate by the CIO x chain is given

by keff[O 3] [ClOx] where kef f is the effective reaction rate
for the chain (i.e., the rate-determining step). If we arbi-

brarily set the significance level at the point where the in-

tegrated destruction rate is 1% of the integrated odd-oxygen

production rate we obtain a condition on the effective reaction

rate, i.e. , we set

fkeff[ClO x] [03]dz _ .01 x fJo [02]dz2 o

stratosphere stratosphere

and obtain

kef f _ 3 x l0 -16 cm 3 sec -1 .

64
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The reaction rate of CiO and 0 has been estimated to be k <

-i 3
10 -15 cm 3 sec (Coxon, 1967). Thus, on the global scale the

• CIO x compounds may be significant destroyers of ozone depending

upon the values of the reaction rates in the chain and upon !

the uncertainties in the above calculation (for instance, the I

eddy diffusion coefficient may vary by as _.uch as a factor of

5 in either direction).

What sl]ould oe done to refine and verify the predictions?

Obviously, careful laboratory measurement of the relevant re-

action rates is necessary, part4cularly the reaction of CiO

t with 03 . Not only should _he rate be determined, but th_ re-

action products are also of prime importance in determinins

which path the chain takes. In audition tile modeling needs

considerable refining. We plan to improve our model oy cor_-

sidering ti_c local perturbation of stratospheric chenff_:try

causeu by the line source f_.om a single shuttle launch. This

should allow prediction of the perturbation as a function of

time and thus indicate possible measurements which can be _ade

after a solid-fuel rocket launch in an attempt to verify _nodel
i
_ predictions.

6.3. AI20 3 IN THE STRATOSPHERE

The analytical modeling technique used to study lIC] in

the stratosphere can also be applied to A1203 but we are first

examining some qualitative aspects of the problem. We woulG

like to obtain additional detailed chemical and physical iz_-

formation before proceeding, for example, the size distributior_

of the emitted AI20 3 particles. The size distribution is im-

portant because of the effect of the gravity term on the vertical

diffusion. Larger particles will fall out rapidly a_d %l_e

smaller ones wlll remain longer. In the limit the smallest

particles will behave similarly to molecules. The two-dlmensio_al

model can be applied to the diffusion of AI20 3 particles by

65
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considering size ranges separately,

Once the model has established profiles of particles of

various sizes the effect of these on ozone chemistry can be

• investigated. The catalysis of the reaction depends upon the

efficiency of the surface in adsorbing 03, the amount of sur-
face available, the capacity of the surface for adsorbed 03'

; the efficiency of the reaction of two adsorbed 03 molecules,

and the interference of the 03 adsorbing process by the adsorp-

tion of other molecules such as HC1 and H20. H20 may be parti-

cularly important in reducing the catalytic effect on ozone.

The hygroscopic properties of A120 3 may cause most available
reaction sites to be occupied by water vapor fairly rapidly.

The possibility of adsorption of HCf could drastically change

any conclusions made on the basis of gas chemistry.

}
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7. MESOSPHERIC AND IONOSPIIERIC EFFECTS OF ORBITER REE_!TRY

7 .1 • INTRODUCTION :

We have mo_leled the localized effect off a :;_ng]e :_huttle

(_rbiter reentry on mesospheric odd n_tro_,en. The per,torbat_,ns -i

_,f the odd nitrogen species last for a time of the order' of

hours lependlng crltically upon the value used for the horizontal

diffu:']on coefficient. The processes included in the calcula-

tion are the perturbation off NO, photochemlcal reactions, _nd

_,orlzontal and v_rt_cal eddy dlffusion. Effects not modeled

!ut which may be important are the Initial excesses of ;T and O,
i

w_nd .:hear, dlurna! variations and the influence of heat _hle!d
1,

,'][.]',t[on products or water vapor. We h_'_ven,,t c,_n::_Jer<4 sr_:-

]fie'ally the problem of' buildup from repeated or_;_ter r'_,,,utries

at _ho ::ame place. However, the results Indicat< t!.at _ven in

th, worst case the disturbance llfet_me is less than ffiv, day.;.

T_[: comLined with the fact that w_nds will move the ,!i turbance

fairly rapidly indicate that there is little posslbil_ty of

buildup for' predicted launch Frequencles.

7.2. QUAI,ITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE POTENTIAL PHOBLF, M A;iD OUR
MODEL

Each Shuttle Orbiter reentry will produce _ ,<hock wave

disturbance in the atmosphere at mesospherlc a]tltudes, say

65 to 80 km. The disturbance, energized by the slowing of" the

Orbiter vehicle, will extend appPoxlmatley one quarter of the ]

wu;, around the earth, and will be c'-,avacter_zed by altered atm',:- "_

pheric composition. In particular, ];rF,e amount,': _f nltr[c

oxide (NO), atomic oxygen (0) and atomic nltro_:'en (N) will be

produced through conversion of molecular oxygen and nitr,c_;en.

Quantitative estimates have been made of the <Jegret. of this con-

version by Park at NASA/Ames (Park, 1972_.
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Such calculations depend on details of the trajectory, aircraft

materials and several aerodynamic considerations, but it seems

reasona_le to conclude for NO, for example, that each reentry

will produce an amount equal to five or ten percent of the Orbiter

mass. Th_s means that perhaps I0,000 kg of NO will be distri-

buted along a I04 km segment of the reentry trajectory.

Initially this enhancement of NO will be localized In a

trail of small radius, say I0 to 100 meters, wherein the NO con-

centrations would be l013 - l014 cm -3 which is perhaps six

orders of magnitude above normal undisturbed values in the middle

mesosphere. The subsequent dispersion and depletion of this NO

enhoncement is described below. An excess of NO in the atmosphere

has several potential effects: it can alter the ambient atmos-

pheric composition through chemical reactions, notably the de-

struction of ozone which is an atmospheric constituent critical

to biological processes. Excess NO can also enhance the local

ionosphere. The latter effect is likely because NO has a lower

ionization potential than other atmospheric gases and is of

interest because of the ionosphere's role in radio communica-

tions.

As stated previously the air which is directly altered by

the passage of the Orbiter is severely disturbed but it is also

highly localized. The severity of the disturbance is expected

to diminish by dilution as its size increases through atmospheric

mixing and transport processes. The nature of the disturbance

also is expected to change as chemical reactions occur.

To model these phenomena quantitatively one must perform

time-dependent calculations based on a particle-conservatlon

equation which includes the effects of transport and of chemistry.

Transport mechanisms include eddy and molecular diffusion in

both the horizontal a:Id vertical directions, wind effects and

flows driven by gravity and thermal gradients. The relevant

chemical reactlon:_ include those with major and minor atmospheric

gases, including electrons and solar photons. A model including

the most important of these effects can be used to estimate the
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time history of each reentry disturbance and to determine if

cumulative effects are likely locally. In other words, will

there be enou_h time between successive Orbiter reentries for

the previous d_sturt,ance to dissipate before the onset of the

next one? _

We have concentrated only on possible local effects be-

cause _-'lobalprobl@ms seem unlikely. This lack of concern for

global effects is based on a comparison of the amount of NO

the Shuttle will add to the mesosphere and that thou_ht to flow

in from the higher atmosphere. The former should be about lO 6 k,<

per year, usln_ Park's (1972) computations, while the latter

should be at least lO8 kg per year If one assumes fluxes computed

by Strobel (1971b). Also we have treated only the NO enhancem<:'_<

but intend to include the N and O enhancements in future work.

7.3. DETAILED EXPLANATION OF THE MODEL

The model we have developed uses the odd-nltro,-en conc_pt
t

set forth by Strobel (1971a, 1971b) and a set of photochemi-

cal reactions similar to his but more general. Table 16 shows ::

the reactions we include to evaluate the behavior of the NO

enhancement in the mesosphere, along with the re_pec_ive reac-

tion rates. We have used these chemlca] reactions in [_ t_m _- •

dependent continuity equation written for ON (odd nitro_-en) J

following Strobel's method. The idea is to lump all t}_e n_tro- i

gen constituents except N2 into one fictitious component cal]od

ON then solve the continuity equation for ON, then to _,_e al_et,r::

on the r,_sultant profile to solve for all the separat_ <:on:;tl- !

tuent concentratlons, llke N(4S), N(2D), IIO, NO2, an,! NO +. 'I'II._,

procedure Is Justified by the fact that chemlca] ]_I'<_t[m_,qfor _

these constituents are less than transp_,rt tlme:; In the. ,_o::o-

sphere as Strobel has shown. Thus, the al,,ebralc equatiorJ.: we

solve for the separate constiuent concentrations are rel'_t_on-

ships based on photochemical equilibrium. The ON cont!nu_ty
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PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS INVOLVING N, NO, AND NO +

below 90 km but above 50 km

(i) h_ + N + N(_S) Jl: 2

(2) _(_S) + NO _ N 2 + 0 2.2 x 10-11

(3) N(_S) + 02 + NO + 0 2.4 x I0-ll exp(-3975/T)

(4) _(_S) + 02(IA) + NO + 0 3.0 x i0 -Is

(5) _J(_S) + 0 + 02 3.0 x i0-_ exp(-1200/T)3
(6) N(_S) + 0 + M + M 1.0 x 10 -32 n(M)

(7) h_ + NO + N(_S) + 0 J7

(8) h_ + NO + NO + + e 1 8

• (9) ,_0+ + e _ N(_S) + 0 2.5 x 10-8 (T/1000) -l's

(i0) NO + + e _ N(2D) + O 7.5 x 10-8 (T/1000) -l's

(ll) N(2D) _ 02 + 0 6.0 x l0 -12

(12) N(2D) + NO 2 + 0 2.2 x i0-ll

, (13) 0 3 + NO 2 + 02 9.5 x l0-*_ exp(-1240/T)

(14) O + NO + M -_NO 2 + M 6.8 x i0 -32 n(M)
+ hv 6.4 x l0-l_

(15) _ + NO + NO 2

(16) N(2D) + O -_ N(_S) + O 2.0 x i0-l_

_ (17) N(_S) + OH _ NO + H 6.8 x i0 -II

(18) i_O2 + 0 + 02 3.2 x l0-II exp(-300/T)

(19) NO 2 + h_ + 0 8.0 x l0-3

(20) _402 + N(_S) + 0

(21) NO 2 + N(_S) 2 + 0 + 0 1.2 x l0 -I*

(22) N02 + N(_S) 2 + 02

(23) NO 2 + N(_S) + NO 0.6 x i0 -ll

7o
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.%

equation itself includes the important transport terms and Is

written for the range 50 to 90 kin. Specifically, the f]ux

continuity equation for ON is"

_[ON] _¢ON + (z,t) - LoN(z,t) (1) L_t = aZ PON
!

L

wh_re [ON] Is the concentration of odd nltro_en, ¢ is its <

vertical flux, z is altitude, and P and L arc. chomicsl pro-

clucti,)n anq loss terms, re_pectlvelv w],icb result fro_ the

r'eqeti_n._ of Tablo 16. Following Strobel (197]b)

where _': !s the e,_dy diffusion coefficient, T is temperature, !

}{AV i.- the scale height of the mixed atmosphere, and sol,: 'ul[_r

d_flfusion has been neglected in comparl;:on to eddy uiffusior.

Further, it can be shown that

1 aT 1

T _z HAV

in th,. mesosphere, which allows neglect of the thermal diflflu-

:_l_n term J._, Equation (2).

When Equations (2) and (3) are substituted into t£,lu,_tion

(]) a linear second order partial differential equatlon r,,:;ult:;.

A_-at_, flollowln[, Strobel's method we have employed flux b,.,undary

ec,nditlons, _ne at the upper boundary (90 ks) and one at th,:

l_wer bound_iry (50 ks). Numerical solution proceeds b-,,convertln_ _

the differential equation to a flnit_ difference equati<,_, then

employing a standard implicit scheme. The upper |,oundar.y -on-

ditlon i,_;a downward fllux from the thermosphere and _._[re_entz

fhe NO produced by Ion-neutral reactions discussed by ;'t:':_e]

t
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(]q7]q). The use or nue h a boundary condition enables us to

omit a <teat number of reaotions in our photochemical scheme,

leavln@ only photolon_z_ntlon and recomblnat_on processes for

' NO +, as shown in Tabl _, 16. Furthermore, by param erinc thls,

upper boundary condition (see section 7.7.) the strenEth of

thl:: thermospheric source of NO can be varied.

The model described up to this point includes all the

important chemistry and physics needed to compute the steady

state vertical distribution of all the odd-nitrogen constltuerts,

This one-dlmenslonal model was applied to the natural, una{sturbed

mesosphere; results are shown in Section 7.4. Before attemgting

to model the time history of the Orblter-induced disturbance,

however, it is necessary to include horizontal transport in the

computations. We have included the effects of horizontal diffusive

transpurt by employing the ene-dlmensional diffusion equation to

describe the horizontal dispersion of the disturbance. If x is

horizontal distance measured from an initial line source the con-

centration N(x,t) at all points in space and later time, t, given

: by

N
N(x,t) - o

4_Dt-_). exp(-x2/4Dt) (4)(

where N° is the llne source strength, and D is any dlffuslon

coefficient. In the actual numerical solution Equatlon (4)

was used to evaluate the amount of excess NO remaining In a

box 1 km square (× -- 500m) centered on the reentry traJectorv.

Spec[flcally, the spatial field of Equation (l) was f_rst swept

for vertlcal transport and chemical terms in a given time steD.

Then it was swept for horlzontal depletion due to eddy diffu-

,;]on In the same step by uslng the proper form of Equation (4)

wJLh an ]nlt_ally homogeneous (rectangular)pulse dlsturL_nce

,:[r,'._<iover a box i km wide horizontally.

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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7 l;. RE,U,,% OF COMPUTATIONS AND DI_CU_oIOf_

Figure I0 shows the calculated steady state conoentra-

tl,ns o_' the odd nltrogon species NO ��N(_S)and NO 2 In the

_)._:ph(,refor the f]ux boundary conditions ¢,UO(q0 kin) : -I n8

me i? -'_ ;gZ -i
cm see (downward flow) and ¢ON(50 km) = 1 cm-2sec (upward

flow). The NO concentration is much greater and appear.; _.n

the next figure. N(2D) is vanlshly small and I:_ not shown.

In all the result:; to follow the vertCcal eddy dlffuzlon coef-

flclent, K In Equation (2) was taken to be 5 x 104cm2sec -I at

50 km, increasing exponentially to 5 x 106cm2see -I at 90 km

.;Imllar to Strobel's (1971b). The profile:" nf F_gure I0 and !;[

th,_ NO profile of Figure II conxtltute the tmLJ,nt mesnsphcr.e

into which we Introduced the Orblter-produced e×cecs NO.

Figure ii also shows the computed tlme hist_r7 of the

mesn:;p},erlc NO concentration follow1_,_ _ Orhlter reel,try. Th_

concentrations shown are those averaged over a 1 km _quare

box perpendicular to the reentry trajectory, as dizcunJed in

Section 7.3. The times shown in Figure I], tnus ar,: one,

three and ei_-ht hours after the disturbance had already dispersed

1 km horizontally. The coefficient, K, for horizontal eddy

dlffus_on was taken to be 103cm2sec -I at 50 km varying expo-

nentially _;ith altitude to 105cm2sec "I at 90 km. Relaxation _

_,_ the undisturbed NO profile wa_; nearly complete after If0
!

hours for this case (one of slow eddy tranzport). Figure 12

shows the time history of the D-reglon NO + . The Orblter-r, roduced

NO + d_sturbance would be easily detectable and is lon_ iasttng

like the NO eoncentratlons of Figure II, but is not ]arge in

absolute magnitude.

Fl_;ures 13 and I_ show similar results in which the horl-

" zontal diffusion coefficients were taken to be 105cm2sec "I

•independent of altitude. In this case relaxation to ambient

" took place _n approximately five hours. If the horizontal

dlffu._lon coefficient were larger yet, there would be a cor-

responding decrease in the lifetime of the disturbance according

to our model.
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Taken altogether, the results of Fi<ures I] throu_b 14

indicate that the duration of the Orblter-produced dlzturbance

depends critically on the effectiveness of horizontal d[ffuslon.

If the coefficient for horizontal eddy diffusion Is !0" or more

our model makes it 41fiflcult to conceive of cumulative effects

of this localized disturbance. Our current model has the fol-

lowing limitations which should be removed before the reentry
%

problem can be dismissed completely:

I) basic physical parameters used in mesospheric calcu]atlons,

such as photoabsorptlon cross sections, solar fluxes, and

molecular branching ratlos, should be verified and the cal-

culations checked for sensitivity to these parameters;

2) for ca!cu]atlons over tlme periods longer than a few hour::

diurnal variations in solar input, background concentrations
6

and temperatures should be used;

_I 3) So far we have identified the reentry disturbance with the

initial excess of NO. We should also include the initially\|

_I large excesses of N and 0 due to reentry as part of the

l disturbance, a task which should not be difficult.

• 4) To more accurately model the ionospheric enhancement we

• should treat other more realistic positive ions, such as

I hydrated NO + .

, 79
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